Achieving long lifetimes is a major concern for all third generation light sources, even for high energy rings like the APS (7 GeV) or the ESRF (6 GeV). Due to the small electron transverse dimensions and the trend towards small gap undulator vacuum vessels, Touschek scattering and gas scattering make signficant contributions to the lifetime reduction. Taking action to improve the lifetime therefore requires a reliable lifetime model. The strategy used on both machines to decouple the different contributions to the lifetime is presented and the experimental results analysed. Practical limitations on the lifetime modelling are discusssed.
INTRODUCTION
APS and ESRF are two third generation light sources optimized for the production of hard X-rays. Among the processes that limit the lifetime, the gas scattering lifetime reduction due to small gap undulator chambers (leading to a beam stay-clear of 5 mm at APS, 8 mm at the ESRF) and the enhanced Touschek scattering induced by the increased density in the bunch volume (horizontal emittance in the few nanometer range, coupling in the 1 9% range) are the more critical.
Tablel: APS and ESRF relevant parameters I APS I ESRF As shown in Table 1 
ELASTIC GAS SCATTERING LIFETIME

Measuring technique
Measurements were focused on the vertical gas scattering contribution which is the dominant effect (for instance, the horizontal acceptance is 4 times larger than the vertical one at ESRF). The procedure consists in imposing an additional aperture reduction by progressively closing one jaw (upper or lower) of a vertical scraper and recording the lifetime evolution versus the scraper aperture at different beam intensities.
In order to minimize the Touschek contribution, the machines were operated in the following conditions: i) filling pattern with a large number of bunches (83 * IO for APS, 662 for ESRF') to get a small bunch current ii) large coupling obtained by bringing the tunes closer to the coupling resonance (APS) or by detuning a skew quadrupole corrector (ESRF) Simulations and measurements are summarized in Fig.   1 and Fig. 2 . In the APS case for instance, the interesting zone for the scraper stands between 0.65 mm (quantum limit) and 2 mm (above this aperture, the contribution of the other lifetimes starts to be too large). 
Contribution to lifetime
Data analysis
The analysis of measurements is based on the expected dependence of the elastic gas scattering lifetime ' T~ on the vertical acceptance A, since:
with Cc being a constant and PA the p function at the location where the acceptance is limited. zC also depends on the gas composition which is defined by the residual pressure Pi, the atomic number Z, and the number of atoms qj of the different species.
Therefore -can be fitted to a linear law b+aAG2, where b accounts for scraper independent lifetime contributions. Using the same analysis for the different beam currents yields the gas scattering loss rate Table 2 , Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the results of this analysis. 
TOUSCHEK LIFETIME
The Touschek lifetime can be expressed as:
. .
where N is the number of particles per bunch, ox and oy the transverse dimensions, oL the bunch length and (bq/p) the energy acceptance which is determined by either the RF bucket or by transverse limitations (physical or dynamic aperture). An almost pure Touschek lifetime is obtained when operating in single bunch mode at low coupling. Since the only unknown parameter is the energy acceptance, the strategy consists in recording the lifetime evolution as a function of the RF voltage and in deducing ( Ap/p) from the fit of the experimental data.
The results of APS (5.4 mA, coupling B 1.6 %) and ESRF (3.5 mA, 0.77 % coupling) are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 and compared with simulations. The main sources of uncertainties come from the measured transverse emittances and bunch lengths since, for both machines, the bunch volume has to be scaled down (a factor 0.88 at APS and 0.76 at ESRF) in order to arrive at a good agreement between predicted and measured lifetimes.
BREMSSTRAHLUNG LIFETIME
The modelling of the Bremsstrahlung contribution is the most delicate since it is never the dominant contribution to the lifetime.
At ESRF, the method used was to record the evolution of the lifetime versus the RF voltage in conditions where the Touschek contribution is minimized (uniform filling, low current, large coupling). In addition to time consuming lifetime measurements, the already mentioned uncertainties on pressure, transverse beam sizes,.. make the comparison with simulations very difficult. At APS, the lifetime evolution was recorded as a function of the current (Fig. 7) for different filling patterns (83 * 10.83 * 2 , 2 5 * 3 and 22 * 1 bunches). Since the assumption of constant Bremsstrahlung and gas scattering contributions at a given current, whatever the filling pattern, looks reasonable, one can write:
using the dependence of -on the bunch current and the dependence of the bunch length on the bunch current which is given by:
The fit of the measured lifetimes to the above analytical expression is excellent. The elastic and inelastic gas scattering loss rate can be estimated at: -+-=4.7510-1 1 5 hoursC'.mA-'. 
CONCLUSIONS
The transverse-related limitation of the APS and ESRF energy acceptance was unambiguously established. The reasons for this are under investigation. The enlargement of the energy acceptance could significantly increase lifetime performance in the few bunch mode.
The strategy for modelling the gas scattering lifetime looks adequate but requires stable vacuum conditions to be fully exploited.
